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APPENDIX A: Input Data Formats for Program PSSAM 
WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
TITLE 
Figure A.1. Typical data deck setup for PSSAM. 
N 
Card No. 
Data in Data Column Format Symbol Description 
Segment Segment 
Program 
Control 1 1-80 20A4 TITLE (1) Title of run 
2 1-80 20A4 SUBTL (1) Subtitle of run 
3 1-2 12 IOPRUN Run option 
= 1: thru flow balance 
= 2: thru water quality coefficients 
= 3: complete run 
3 3-4 12 ICVI Metric conversion for input data 
= blank: all input is metric 
= 1: all input is English 
3 5-6 12 lCVO English conversion for output 
= blank: all output will be metric 
= 1: all output will be English 
3 7-8 12 IOPECH Echo input data 
= bl ank: echo input 
= 1: do not echo input data 
3 9-10 12 IOPSUM Summary option 
= blank: write summary for both 
hydraulics and quality 
= 1: write summary for hydraulics only 
= 2: write summary for-quality only 
3 11-12 12 IOPWRT Output option 
= blank: write responses when calculated 
= 1: sort output by stream segment 
3 14 I1 IOPGW GroUndltlater outflow opt; on 
= blank: QG is modeled like QS 
















headwater (considered the start of a new reach) 
start of a new reach junction: just downstream from a tributary junction (considered as the start of a new reach) 
point load 
point diversion 
check point (output desired at this point) 
branch point: just upstream from a tributary junction 
reach in which evaporation is significant (considered as the start of a new reach) 
terminal downstream point in the system 
K = upstream distance to the point (miles or kilometers) 
~ = point identification code 
Description = point description 
= S: suppresses output for computer generated pOints 
maximum downstream element length; if the next downstream point is a greater distance away 
intermediate points will be generated 
Q for H or L: flow for headwater or point load (ft 3/sec or m3/sec) 
for E: evaporation (ft3/sec/ mile or m3/sec/kilometer) 
QS lateral surface inflow or outflow (-) (ft 3/sec/mile or m3/sec/kilometer) 
lateral groundwater inflow (+) or outflow (-) (ft 3 /sec/mile or m3/sec/kilometer) 
for IOPFLO = 1: outflow (-) (fraction of mainstream flow/mile or per kilometer) 







81 in the equation V '" 61Q62 
82 in the equation V = 81Q82 
83 in the equation R = 63A84 
84 in the equation R 83A84 
E: use equations above to calculate hydraulic radius 
11: (blank) use !Vlanning's equation to calculate hydraul ic radius 
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If = S, Suppress Output 




(miles or km) 
Point Flow & Evap. 
(cfs or cms) 
(cfs/mile or cms/km) 
Lateral Surface Inflow 
Downstream Reach 
(cfs/mile or cms/km) 
Lateral Groundwater 
Inflow Downstream Reach 
(cfs/mile or cms/km) 
Slope of Downstream 
Reach 
Manning's Coefficient 
for Downstream Reach 
Flow to Velocity 
Coefficient 
Downstream Reach 
Flow to Velocity 
Exponent, Downstream 
Reach 
Area to Hydraulic 
Radius Coefficient 
Downstream Reach 
Area to Hydraulic 
Radius Exponent 
Downstream Reach 
Flow to Hydraulic 
Radius Option. E = 













































Data Card No. 
Segment In Data Format Symbol Description Segment 
Water 
Qual ity 
Control 1 Format Free NR Number of grid points for BOD 
(max. = 201) 
1 Format Free RMIN Value of BOD at grid point 1 
1 Format Free RMAX Value of BOD at ~rid point NR 
1 Format Free NS Number of grid points for 
transformed variable 
(max. = 201) 
1 Format Free SMIN Value of S. at grid point 1 
1 Format Free sr4AX Value of S at grid point NS 
1 Format Free X2MIN Value of DO at grid point 1 
1 Format Free X2MAX Value of DO at grid point NR 
1 Format Free DTMAX t1aximum step size for finite 
difference algorithm (sec.) 
1 Format Free IWTPDF Output option of PDF of BOD and DO 
= 0: Output PDF of BOD and DO 
= 1: No output 
-' 
0"1 
Data Card No. 
Segment in Data Column Format Symbol Description Segment 
Headwater 
Qua lity 1 '1-18 A4 "DATA FOR HEADWATER" 
2 1-4 A4 Headwater identification Code 
2 11-20 F10.0 XMO(l) Mean BOD concentration at 
headwater (mg/~) 
2 21-30 F10.0 XMO(3) Variance of BOD concentration 
at headwater (mg/~)2 
2 31-40 FlO.O XMO(2) Mean of DO concentration at head-
water (mg/~) 
2 41-50 F10.0 XMO(5) Variance of DO concentration at 
headwater (mg/~)2 
2 51-60 FlO.O XMO(4) Covariance of BOD-DO concentration 
at headwater {mg/~)L 
Point 
Load 
Qual ity 1 1-20 "llATA FOR POINT LOADS" 
2 Same format as for headwater. 
Repeat card 2 for each poi nt 
load. If there are no point 
loads, omit this section. 
""-J 
,J 
Data Card No. 
Segment in Data Column Format Symbol Description Segment 
Reach Data: 
Quality and 
Coefficients 1 1-16 IIDATA FOR REACHES" 
2 1-17 IIWATER TEr~PERATUREIi 
3 1-10 F10.D CTEMP(l) Water temperature for reach 1 (OC) 
11-20 F10.0 CTEr~P(2) Water temperature for reach 2 (OC) 
21-30 F10.0 CTEMP(3) Water temperature for reach 3 (OC) 
71-80 F10.0 CTEt~P (8) \!Jater temperature for reach 8 (OC) 
(Use as many cards like 3 as necessary 
to include all reaches) 
4 1-17 "BOD DIFFUSE INPUT" 
5 1-4 A4 Reach identification code 
5 11-20 F10.0 CS(1 ~ 1) Concentration of BOD in lateral 
surface inflow for reach 1 (mg/~) 
5 21-30 F10.0 CS (3,1) Variance of the white noise process 
for lateral inflow of BOD for 
reach 1 (mg/~/sec)Z (X) 
Data Card No. 
Segment in Data Column Format Symbol Description Segment 
5 31-40 Fl0.0 CG (1,1) Concentration of BOD in 1 a tera 1 
ground inflow for reacn 1 (mg/,Q,) 
5 41-50 Fl0.0 CG(3,1) Variance parameter of the vihite noise 
process for 1 ateral ground i nf10w 
of BOD for reach 1 (mg/,Q,/sec)Z 
5 51-60 Fl0.0 COEF(l,7,1) Leach rate of BOD for reach 1 
(g/m2/day) 
5 61-70 Fl0.0 COEF(3,7,1) Vari ance parameter of the \"1 hi te 
n oi se process for BOD 1 each rate 
for reach 1 (g/m2 / day2 ) 2 
(Use as many c'ards 1 i ke 5 as 
necessary to include a11 reaches) 
6 1-25 "BOD EQUATION COEFFICIENTS " 
7 1-4 A4 Reach identification code 
11-20 Fl0.0 COEF(1 ,1,1) [31,1 for r.each 1 (l/day) 
21-30 Fl0.0 COE F (3, 1 ,1) Standard deviation parameter of the 
white noise process for S1 1 for 




Data Card No. 
Segment in Data Column Format Symbol Description Segment 
7 31-40 F10.0 COEF(l,2,l) First-order decay rate (61,1) for 
reach 1 (l / day) 
7 41-50 F10.0 COEF(3,2,1) Standard deviation parameter of 
the white noise process for 82 1 , 
for reach 1 (percent of 82,1) 
(Use as many cards like 7 as 
necessary to include all reaches) 
8 1-16 "00 DIFFUSE INPUT" 
9 Same as card 5 except for DO 
10 1-24 "00 EQUATION COEFFICIENTS 
11 1-4 A4 Reach identification code 
11 11-20 F10.0 COEF(2,1,1) First-order removal rate (81 2) for 
reach 1 (l/day). If left Blank, 
program will calculate reaeration 
11 21-30 F10.0 COEF(4,1,1) Standard deviation parameter of the 
white noise process for PZ,1 for 





Data Card No. 
Segment in Data Column Format Symbol Description Segment 
11 31-40 F10.0 COEF(2 ,2,1) Dissolved oxygen saturation (82,2) for reach 1 (mg/~) 
OPTIONAL: If COEF(2,2,1) is 
the negative of the elevation 
of reach 1 in km, the 
gram will calculate 82,2 
11 41-50 F10.0 COEF(2,3,1) Net oxygen producation by 
phytoplankton (82)3) for 
t.each 1 (mg/~/day 
11 51-60 F10.0 COEF(4,3,1) Standard deviation parameter 
of white noise process for 
82,3 for reach 1 (percent 82,3) 
11 61-70 F1O.0 COEF(2,4,1) Benthic uptake of oxygen (62,4) 
for reach 1 (g/m2/day)/(mg02/~) 
11 71-80 F1O.O COEF( 4,4, 1) Standard deviation parameter 
of white noise process for 
62,,+ for reach 1 (percent 
82,4) 
(Use as many cards like 11 as 

















Column Format Symbol 
1-6 A6 TITPDF( 1,1) 
7-12 A6 TITPOF(1,2) 
• 
73-78 A6 TITPOF(1,13) 
NOTE: All output file titles must be followed by a II II 
Oescripti on 
Output file title for marginal pdf 
of BOD at Calculation Point 1 
Output file title for marginal pdf 
of BOD at calculation point 2 
Output file title for marginal pdf 
of BOD at calculation point 13 
(Use as many cards like 1 as necessary 
to include all calculation points) 
Same as 1 except for marginal pdf of DO 





APPENDIX B: Listing of Program PSSAM 
100 C. 
200 C. 
PROBABILISTIC STREA" SIMULATION AND ASSESSMEHT MODEL (PISAH) 
300 FILE 5CKIMD-DISk,TITLE-'SSAMDATA',FILETYPE-S) 
400 FILE 6(MAXRECSIZE-22) 
500 FILE 1-FIlE1 
600 FILE 31 (KIHI.JISK,HAXRECSIZEa3,BLOCKSIZEa36,AREAS·'000,AREAS 12E-36, 
700 • SAVEFACTOR=99,TITlE='DUHI') 
800 FILE 32 CKIMD-DISk,MAXRECSIIEa3,BLOCKSIZEa 36,AREAS-lOOO,AREAIIZE-36, 
'00 • SAVEFACTOR-99,TITlE-'DUH2') 
1000 FILE 33(KINI-DISK,HAXRECSI2E-10,8LOCKSI2E=60,AREAS-1000,AREAIIIE-60, 
1100 • SAVEFACTOR-99,TITlE-'DUH3') 









2000 DIMEHSION TBll(10) 
2100 DATA TBll/IHH,1HR,lHJ,IHL,IHD,IHC,IHI,IHE,IHT,IHSI 




































NPTL IS THE NPOIHT LIHIT, HRLH THE HO. OF REACH 
LIHIT, NUL THE HAX. NO. OF LOAPS ALSO THE MAX. NO. 
OF DIVERSIONS, HITL THE lAX, NO. OF TERHS ALLOYED. 


































































1 CALL HYJRAU(IOPRU.,.POIIT,ICUI,ICUD,IOPECH,IOPSUH,TBll,IOPURT) 

















DO toO IP=I,NSTOP 
IFl=JFlA6(JP) 
CALL PROGRA" THAT LINKS HYDRAULICS TO THE NU"ERICAL SOLUTION 









HEAD OF REACH 
JR=IR+1 




CALL LOADUU If) ,OU IL} ,1L( 1, XL) ,lU2, Il) ,lUl, IU-,ll (.4, It), 
* lL(5,IL),XLF,XLFXX,SX2GRD,lO) 
















ALL OF THE ABOVE PLUS CALCULATION AND CHECK POINT 
DO 135 1=1,5 
ZD(I,IP)aZD(I) 
CONTINUE . 
SOVLE fOR PDF AT NEXT TI"E 
11200 IPP1-IP+l 
11300 TI"E-(XCIP)-X(IPP1»)*'000./VBAR(IP) 
11400 IF(IFL.NE.9.AHD.IDPURT.EI.0)CALL URPT(I,IP,IU,ICVO) 
11500 CALL PDFCTIHE,XLF,XLFXX,SX26RI,ZO,DT"AX,IP,NU) 
11600 IF(IFL.NE.9.AND.IOPURT.EO.0)CALL URPT(1,IP,IU,ICVO) 
11700 100 CONTINUE 
11800 DO 145 r-I,5 
11900 Z'CI,IPOINT)=ZO(I) 
12000 145 CONTI.Uf 
12100 IF(IOPURT.EO.O) GO TO 513 
12200 CALL TITL(TITLE,SUBTL,HU) 
12300 URITE(NU,551) 
126 
12400 551 FORHAT(II,3JX,'BOD',17X,'DO~,1IX,'800-00',1,2X,'PIT JISTANCE', 
12500 • 3X,'ID',2(7X,'"EAN',6X,'VAR'),7X,'COV') 
12600 DO 512 IHal,NHDU 
12700 HI=N8EG(IH) 




13200 00 516 IP·12,N3 
13300 IF(ICVO.GT.O) XCIP)-X(IP)'.62137119 
13400 IFL-IFLAGCIP) 
13500 GOTO(560,561,561,520,520,520,520,561,520,516,520),IFL 
13600 '60 IR-IR+1 
13700 URITE(NU,570) IR,IH 
13800 570 FORMATC1HO II lHO,'REACHI',I3,4X,'HEADUATER',I3) 
13900 GOTO 520 
14000 561 IR=IR+l 
14100 URITE(IU,571) IR 
14200 571 FORMAT(IHO,'REACH",I3) 
14300 URITE(NU,553)IP,X(IP>,XID(IP),Z8(1,IP),ZDC3,IP),ZD(2,IP), 
14400. ZD(5,IP),ZD(4,IP) 
14500 553 FORHAT(I" ,I4,F10.2,2X,A4,SFI0.3) 
14600 GOTO 5f6 
14700 520 URITE(NU,552)IP,X(IP),XID(IP),ZDCI,IP),ZD(3,IP),ZD(2,IP), 
14800. ZDC5,IP),ZD(4,IP) 
14900 552 FORHAT(1HO,I4,FI0.2,2X,A4,5F10.3) 
15000 516 CONTINUE 
15100 514 CONTINUE 
15200 512 CONTINUE 
15300 GO TO 515 
15400 513 CALL URPT(I,NPOINT,IU,ICVO) 
15500 515 CONTINUE 
15600 STOP 
15700 lOB URITE(6,601) IP,IFl 
127 
15800 601 FORMAT(fH III IN ,72NERROR IN SUBROUTINE CONTRL, NAY BE CP TYPE, 
15900 .5TOP AT STATENENT f08, IP- ,13,3X, 4HIFLa,IJ) 
16000 STOP 
14100 END 
16200 SUBROUTINE HYDRAU(IOPRUN,NPOINT,ICVI,ICYO,IOPECN,IOPSUH,TBL1, 
16300 .IOPURT) 








17200 DINENSION TBL(14),TBL1(10),IJCO(15) 
17300 CONNON/SI NSEG(15),ISST(15,15),ISED(15,15),IRR(15,15),IJJ(15,t5) 
17400. ,ILL(15,I') 
17500 DATA DAlAl,END/JHlCP,4HENDRI 
17600 C. READ TITLE AND SUBTITLE CARDS 
17700 1 READ(NR,202) (TITLE(I),I=I,20) 
17800 IF(TITLEC1).EO.~ENDJ;) STOP 
17900 READ(NR,202) (SUBTL(I),I=I,20) 
18000 202 FORNAT(20A4) 
18100 CALL TITL(TITLE,SUBTl,NU) 
18200 READ(NR,20J)IOPRUN,ICVI,ICVO,IOPECH,IOPSUN,IOPURT 
18300 • ,IOPGU 
18400 203 FORHAT(712) 
18500 URITECNU,204)IOPRUH,ICVI,ICYO,IOPECH,IOPSUH,IOPURT,IOPOU 
18600 204 FORNAT(9HOIOPRUH =I2,5X6HICYl =I2,5X6HICYO =12,5X8HIOPECH =12, 
18700 .5X,8HIOPSUN =,12,5X,8HIOPURT =,I2,5X,'IOP6U·;,I2) 
18800 C.(TBL1) H R J L D C BET S 
18900 C. f 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
19000 IF(IOPECH.HE.l) URITECHU,600) 
19100 600 FO~NAT(lHO,4HCARD,IX,8HDISTANCE,IX,20H.HEHOHIC DESCRIPTION,IX,5HPR 
19200 .INT,tx,5HDELTA,3X,4HFLOU,3X,7HLATERAL,2X,7HLATEIAL,JX,5HSLOPE,JX,7 
19300 .HNAHHING,4X,3HVEL,'X,lHVEl,5X,4HHYDR,5X,4HHYDR,JX,4HHYDR/1H ,4HCOD 
19400 .E,32X,4HCODE,16X,1HSURFACE,2X,'HGROUND,14X,JH N ,5X,4HCOfF,6X,3HEX 














20900 400 CALL SYSDAT(IS,ICVI,IOPECH,TBLt,ZL,NR,NU,IOPOU) 
21000 150 IP-IP+1 
21100 IF(IP.LE.NPTL) GO TO 152 
21200 URITE(6,250) 
21300 250 FORHAT(46H THE NUMBER Of CALCULATION POINTS EXCEEDS NPTL) 
21400 STOP 








22300 IF( IIJ1.LE.NRLH) OOTO 15 
22400 1111=1 
22500 1II2=IID2+1 
22600 15 DO 20 .-4,8 
22700 20 COEFCK,IID2,IID1)aZL(IS,K) 
22800 160 IF(XINC.lT •• 01) OOTO 10 
22'00 XRUH-X(IP)-XINC*I.l0 
23000 IFCXRUN.LT.XEID) Goro 10 
23100 DElX-XINC*IOOO. 
23200 GOTO 11 
23300 10 DELX-(X(IP)-XENB).,000. 
23400 IFPl a ZL(IE,I)+O.1 
23500 IF(IFP1.EO.9) ITER"al 
23600 XRUN--l000. 
23100 11 IF(DELX.6E.0.0) GO TO 12 
23800 URITE( ',205) XID(IP),IP,X(IP),DELX 
23900 205 FOR"Ar(IHO,~CHECK FOR·INCREASINO MILEA6E IN THE DOUNSTREAM; 
24000 * " DIRECTION NEAR ',A4 I lH ,'IP =',14,5X,'X(IP) .' 
24100 * ,FI2.3,' K"',5X,'DELX =',EI'.3,' H') 
24200 STOP 
24300 12 IFL=IFLAG(IP) 
24400 GO fO Cl01,102,103,104,105,10',107,t02,108,106,106),IFl 
24500 101 IH-IH+1 
24600 IR=IR+1 
24100 Q(IP)-ZL(IS,11) 
24800 00 TO 110 
24900 102 IR-IR+1 
25000 D(IP)=DEND 
128 
25100 80 TO 114 





25700 IF eXTEST.Lf .0.1> GOTO 114 
25800 URITE(HU,260) XIDCIP),XCIP),XCK) 
25900 260 FORtlATC1HO,'AT ",A4,", RIVER HILES AT JUIfCTIOH,",F8.2 
26000 • ,'DO HOT HATCH BRAHCH,',F8.2) 
26100 IOPRUN-l 
26200 GO TO 114 
26300 110 IF(IH.LE.HAXHD) 60 TO 114 
26400 URITE(6,251) 
26500 251 FORHATC51H THE "AXINUtt IfUttBER DF HEADUATERS HAS tEEH EXCEEDED) 
26600 STOP 
26700 114 IFCIR.LE.NRL") GO TO 115 
26S00 URIT£(IfU,252) 
26900 252 FORHATe4SH THE HAXIHUH HUHIER OF REACHES HAS IEEN EXCEEDED) 
21000 STOP 
21100 115 QS(IR)-ZL(IS,12).0.001 
21200 Q6(IR)=ZLCIS,IJ) •• 001 
21300 IFCIFL.EQ.S) GOTO 702 
21400 DEVAPCIR)=O.O 
27500 GDIO 704 
21600 702 QEVAPCIR) • ZL(IS,11).0.001 














29100 IF(IR-l.NE.O) RAVEV(IR-l)-RAVEV(IR-l)/XNPPR 




29600 GO TO 120 
29100 104 IL-IL+1 
29800 IF(IL.LE.NLDL) GO TO 116 
29'00 URITE(NU,253) 




30200 116 DL(IL)=ZL(IS,II) 
30300 D(IP).DEHD+ZlCIS,11) 
30400 COEF(3,IID2,IID1).ZlCIS,II) 
30500 GO TO 120 
30600 105 ID-ID+1 
30700 IFCID.LE.HLDl) 80 TO 117 
30800 URITE(NU,254) 
30900 254 FORIATC51H THE MAXIHUH NUHIER OF DIVERSIONS HAS BEEN EXCEEDED) 
31000 STOP 
31100 117 ODCID)·ZLCIS,11) 
31200 DCIP)aDEND-ZLCIS,11) 
31300 COEFe3,II'2,IID1)·ZLCIS,II) 
31400 80 TO 120 
31500 106 O(IP)-DEND 
31600 60 TO 120 
31700 107 URlTEC6,256) 
31800 256 FORHATC61H COHPUTED 60 TO HAS SENCE. A 8RANCH POINT, IT SHOULD NOT 
31900 • HAVE) 
32000 STOP 
32100 120 IFCDGCIR).LT.O.O.AND.IOPGU.ED.I)GOTO 200 , 
32200 COEF(I,LID2,LID1)=8SCIR).DElX+COEF(1,lID2,LID1) 
32300 COEF(2,LID2,LIDI)·OG(IR)*JELX+COEFe2,LID2,LID1) 
32400 COEF( 10,llD2,LlDI )a-QEVAPCIR)*DELX+COEFC10,llD2,lI81) 
32500 QEHD-DCIP)+(QSCIR)+D8(IR)-QEVAPCIR» •• ElX 
32600 QJAR-(Q(IP)+DEHD) •• 5 
32700 60 TO 125 
32800 200 OGCIR)a06(IR)/100. 
32900 FAC-EXP(IGCIR)*DElX) 
33000 OEND=8(IP).FAt+el.0-FAC)*(DSCIR)-8EVAP(IR»/(-DOfIR» 
33100 IF(DELX.GT.O.O) 60TO 530 
33200 DIAR-DCIP) 
33300 GOTO 532 
33400 530 IIAR-CICIP)*(FAC-I.0)+(DSCIR)-OEYAP(IR».C(FAC-I.0)/06(IR) 
33500 * -DELX»/(DELX.OS(IR» 
33600 532 COEF(I,lID2,LID1).ISCIR).JElX+COEFCI,lID2,lIDt) 
33700 COEF(2,lID2,lID1)a8END-O(IP)-OSCIR).DElX+COEfe2,lID2,lIDI) 
33800 125 IFCQCIP).6T.0.0) GO TO 126 
33900 534 URITE(HU,127) IP,X(IP),O(IP),08AR 
34000 127 FOR"AT(IHO,'fLOU IS LE 0.0, IP.',14,5X,'X(IP)·',Fl'.3,5X,'DCIP)=' 




34500 126 IF(OBAR.Lf.O.O)GOTO 534 
34600 VBAR(IP)-C8V.OBAR •• EDV 
34700 IFeVJARCIP»25,25,26 
34800 25 ABAR(IP)·O. 
34900 10PRUN-1 
35000 URITECNU,210) IP,XID(IP),VJARCIP) 
131 
35100 2fO fORHAT(1HO,'ERROR: V8AR(IP) L£ O. IP.',I4,5X,A4,5X,'VBAR(IP).' 
35200 * ,El'.3) 
35300 GOTO 27 
35400 26 ABARUP)-08AR/V8ARHP) 
35500 27 COEF(9,IID2,IIDf)=SLOPE 
35600 IF(JOPRAI.EO.f) 80 TO 130 
35700 IF(SlOPE.GT.O.O)OOTO 536 
35800 URITE(NU,53a)SLOPE 
35900 538 FORHAT(IHO,'ERROR: SLOPE -',E12.3) 
36000 RJAR(IP).I.OEa 
36100 IOPRUN=I 
36200 60TO 136 
36300 536 RIARCIP)=(CMAN*VIAR(IP)/SQRT(SlOPE»* ••• 5 
36400 GO TO 136 
36500 130 R8AR(JP).CAR.ABAR(IP)**£AR 
36600 136 XNPPR-XNPPR+DELX 
36700 RAVEV(IR)=RAVEV(IR)+Y8AR(IP)*DELX 
36800 RAVED(IR)-RAVEDCIR)+RJAR(IP)*IElX 
36900 IfCXRUN.GT.XEND) OOTO 140 
37000 IFCITERH.EG.I) GO TO 108 
37100 320 IJU"DIE 
37200 IE-IS 
37300 IS-IJUN 






39000 IFCIID1.LE.NRlH) 60 TO 122 
38100 IID1=1 
3a200 IIJ2=1ID2+1 
38300 122 DO 121 Ka4,8 
38400 12. CO£FCK,IID2,IID1)·Zl(IS,K) 
38500 18=18+1 
38600 188=181+1 
38700 IF(IB8.LE.NAXBR) GO TO 118 
38800 URITEOnl,255) 
38900 255 fORHAT(49H THE MAXI HUH NUHBER Of BRANCHES HAS 8EEN EXCEEDED) 
39000 STOP 
39100 118 0(IP)=OEN8 
39200 IJCO(IB)-JP 
39300 60 TO 400 
39400 140 IP-J'+l 
39500 IFLAG(IP)=IFLICP 
39600 XUP)·X(IP-I )-DELX*.OOl 
39700 XID(IP)-DATAl 
39800 1111-1111+1 





















































141 GO TO t60 
t08 Ip·IP+1 







IF(II81.L£.NRLI) 60TO .,2 
IID1-1 
II82-UD2+1 


















DO 610 IP-I,IIPOIIIT 
IFL-IFlABUP) 
SORT POINTS FOR OUTPUT BY TRIBUTARY 










60 TO 500 
502 IR-IR+l 













46100 GO TO 500 
46200 504 Il-IL+l 
46300 60 TO 500 
46400 S07 IB-I8+1 
46500 ISEDCIX,IY)=IP 
46600 IJeOCIB)-IX 
46700 500 CONTINUE 
46800 610 CONTINUE 
46900 508 ISE9(IX,IY)-IP 
47000 IFCIOPSUH.GT.l) GO TO 151 
47100 CALL SUHSYS(NPOINT,ICUO,IOPURT) 
47200 lS1 RETURN 
47300 END 
133 
47400 SUBROUTINE OUAlIN(HRD,NU,TITlE,SUITL,llOA8,COEF,IOPECH,ZL,NREACH, 
47500 * CS,CG,RAUEV,RAVED,CTEHP,IOP8UH,DTHAX,NPOINT) 
47600 COHHON IPDFI NR,NRH',DR,R(201),NS,NSH1,DS,S(201),IX2,X2(201), 
47700 • FHX1(201),FHX2(201),FHS(201),P,X1HEAH,X1STD,X2HEAN,X2STD, 
47800 • X1VAR,TOTX1,X2VAR,ToTX2,eOVX,TDTS,IRPlT,ISPlT,IUTPDF 
47900 CO"HON IHOHENTI DT,AA(2,2),U(2),VB1',VJ12,VL1,VXS1,VXG1,VI21, 
48000. VB24,VL2,VXS2,VXG2,VB23,OS,DG,XS1,XG1,XS2,XG2, 
48100. RB,B22,XHOCS),XHCS),DXH(5),TERH(9),TITPDF(3,toO) 
48200 DIHENSION TITLE(20),SUBTL(20),COEF(12,7,100),Zl(12,t50), 
48JOO. CS(t2,100),C6(12,100),RAUEV(100),RAVED(100),CTEHP(100) 
48400 CALL TITL(TITLE,SUBTL,NU) 
48500 URITE(HU,2100) 
48600 2100 FORHAT(II,1X,~PRO'A8ILISTIC STREAH SIHULATION AND ASSESSHENT I, 




READ IN INFO FOR NUHERICAL SOLUTION OF PDF 
49100 READ(NRD,/)NR,RHIN,RHAX,NS,SHIN,SHAX,X2HIN,X2HAX,DTHAX, IUTPDF 
4'200 URITECNU,2200)NR,RHIN,RHAX,NS,SHIN,SHAX,X2HIN,X2HAX,DTHAX,IUTPDF 
49300 2200 FORHAT(III,tX,~NR.~,I3,3X,~RHIN.',F7.J,3X,~RHAX=',F7.3,3X, 
49400 • "HS-" , 13, 3X, "SHIN=' ,F7 .3,ll, '5ltAl=' ,F7 .3,31,/ , 1X ,··X2ttIN··· , 
4'500 • F7.3,3X,~X2HAX=~,F7.3,3X,/DTHAX.I,F10.2,~(SEC)',3X, 




































DO 20 I=2,NS 
S(1)-&O-1)+DS 
CONTINUE 
READ HEAIUATER HEAlING CARD 
READ(NID,1100)CCOEF(12,I,J),J=I,10) 
FORMAT< 1 OA4) 
IF(IOPECH.E9.0)URITEC.U,2300)(COEF(12,I,J),J=I,10) 
FORMAT(IIII,IX,10A4) 
READ HEADYATER DATA 
52300 READ(NRD,1200)COEF(12,1,1),X"OC1),XMOC3),X"OC2),XIO(5),X"O(4) 
52400 1200 FORMATCA4,6X,7FIO.O) 
52500 IF(IOPECH.EQ.O)YRITECNU,2400) 
52600 2400 FORMA1(II, 17X, , BOD'- , 19X, ..... 0', 12X, 'BOD-DO .... ,I, UX, '"EAN" ,6X, 
52700 - 'VAR',8X,'MEAN',6X,'VAR',BX,'COV') 
52800 IFC IOPECH.E8.0)URITE CNU,2500)COEFC 12, 1,1) ,XtlO(1) ,X"O(3), 
52900 - X"O(2),X"0(S),XtlOC4) 
53000 2500 FORNATCIX,A4,4X,2(F8.4,2X),IX,2CFB.4,2X),IX,FB.4) 
























READ POINT LOAD DATA 



























READ REACH TERHPERATURE 
READ(NRD,1JOO)(CTENP(I),I=I,NREACH) 
FORHAT( 8F1 0.0) 
IF(IOPECH.EO.0)URITE(NU,2600)(CTEHPCI),I=I,NREACH) 
FORHATCI3(3X,S(F6.2,2X),/» 




56800 C. READ IN REACH ID,XSI ,VXSI ,XGI ,VX61,L1 ,VL1 FOR EACH REACH 
56900 C. 
57000 IF(IOPECH.EQ.O)URITE(HU,2700) 
57100 2700 FORHATU, 14X,'SURFACE", 12X,"GROUNJ", 14X, "LEACH",/ ,6X, 
57200 • 3(5X,"DET',4X,'VAR UNP / » 
57300 DO 50 I=I,NREACH 




57800 2800 FORMAT(IX,A4,IX,l(3X,F7.4,2X,F7.4» 
57900 50 COHTIHUE 
58000 C. 





58600 2900 FORHAT(/,13X,'BETA 1,1',8X,"8ETA 1,2/,I,IIX,"DET",2X, 
58700 • "STD UHP',4X,"DET"2X,"STD UNP') 
58800 IF(IOPECH.ED.0)URITE(IU,4100) 




READ .",VB1',B'2,VB12 FOR EACH REACH 
59300 DO 60 I=I,.REACH 
135 
:5'9400 tEADfHRD, 1200)CO£F( 12,1,1 );COEF( 1,1,1) ,COEF(3, 1,1) ,COlF( 1,2,1), 
59500. COEF(3,2,I) 
59600 IFCIOPECH.ED.0)URITECNU,4200)COEF(12,1,1),COEF(I,I,I), 
59700 • COEF(J,I,I),COEF(I,2,I),COEFC3,2,I) 
59800 4200 FORHAT(IX,A4,IX,2(3X,F6.3,2X,F5.2» 
























READ XS2,VSX2,XB2,VXG2,L2,VL2 FOR EACH REACH 







READ DO COEffICIENT HEADING CARD 




62200 4300 FDR"AT(/,lJX,'BETA 2,1 8ETA 2,2 BETA 2,3',8X,'BETA 2,4', 
62300 * 1,11X,'8£T STD UNP',9X,2(4X,~DET STD UNP'» 
62400 IFCIOPECH.EQ.O)URITECNU,4400) 
62500 4400 FOR"AT(16X,'PERCE.T',9X,2(9X,'PERCENT'» 
62600 C. 
62700 C. READ B21 ,'1121 ,B22,B23,VI23,J24,V824 fOR EACH. REACH 
62800 C. 




63300 • COEF(2,2,I),COEF(2,3,I),COEFC4,3,I), 
63400 • COEFC2,4,I),COEfC4,4,I) 
63500 4500 FOR"AT(1X,A4,,4X,F6.3,2X,F5.2,lX,F6.3,2(JX,f6.J,2X,F5.2» 
63600 80 CONTINUE 
63700 C* 
63800 C. SOVLE FOR elF NECESSARY) AND TE"PERATURE ADJUST REAERATIOH 












DO 100 I=1,NREACH 
IfCCOEF(2,1,1).6T.1.E-10)60 TO 90 
NEED TO CALCULATE REAERATION COEFFICIENT 
XX1-RAVEVCI) •• 0.0607 




































IF(COEF(2,2,I).6T.l.E-10)60 TO 100 







CALCULATE VARIANCE OF UHITE NOISE PROCESS FOR COEFFICIENTS 








OUTPUT TEMPERATURE CORRECTED UATER QUALITY COEFFICIENTS 
68000 URITE(NU~4600) 
68100 4600 FORHAH 1Hl ,1/11,1 OX, "TEHPERATURE CORRECTED UATER DUALITY ;, 
68~00 • 'COEffICIENTS;,11,18X,;aOD') 
68300 URITECNU,2900) 
68400 URITECIU,4700) 
68500 4700 FORHAT('+',;REACH;) 
68600 DO 120 I=l,NREACH 
137 
68700 URITECNU,4800)I,COEF(1,1,I),COEF(3,t,I),COEFCt,2,I),COEF(l,2,I) 
68800 4800 fOR"AT(lX,I3,2X,2(3X,F6.3,2X,F5.3» 
68900 120 CONTINUE 
69000 URITE(IU,4900) 
69100 4900 FOR"AHI III ,31X, "DO;) 
69200 URITE(NU,4300) 
69300 URITE(NU,4700) 
69400" DO 130 I=l,NREACH 
69500 URITECNU,5100)I,COEF(2,1,1),COEF(4,1,I),COEF(2,2,I),COEF(2,l,I), 
69600. COEF(4,3,I),COEF(2,4,I),COEF(4,4,I) 
69700 5100 FOR"ATCtX,I3,5X,F6.3,2X,F5.3,lX,F6.3,2(3X,F6.3,2X,FS.3» 
69800 130 CONTINUE 
69900 C. 
70000 C* CONVERT NOISE STD TO VARIANCE 







CONVERT UNITS OF YATER QUALITY COEFFICIENTS TO SEC. 
X-86400. 
DO 160 IR=I,NREACH 











IF(IUTPDF.EQ.I)GO TO 110 
READ OUTPUT FILE TITLE FOR MARGIHAL AND JOINT PDF 
































































































































J FORHAT(lXJ6HERROR IN INPUT DATA. ALPHA CODE OF Al,11M IS ILLEGAL) 
STOP 
12 uu, 1>=1( 
IFCICONU.NE.l)OOTOJ3 










IF(ZLCI,9).EQ.TBLI(10» GO TO 15 
ZL<I,9)=I'.0 
GO TO 20 
15 Zt( I ,9) = 1 0 • 0 
20 IF(ZLCI,20).E9.TBll(8» 00 TO 25 
ZL< I ,20 ).0.0 
GO TO 30 

















100 FORHAT(IHO,25X,29HSUMftARY OF SYSTEM FLOU lAYOUT/) 
URITEClfll,101) 
101 FORMATC53X,62HlATERAl LATERAL "AIN- MAIN- "AIN- "AIM 
.- "AIN-,' AVE. AVE.') 
URITECHU,102) 
102 FORHATCIH ,115HPT. F. ID IDENTIFICATION DISTANCE INPUT 
• SURfACE GROUND STREAM STREAH STREAH STREAM STREAH, 




80200 t03 FORHAT(1H ,1f4H CODE FLOW 
B0300 , FLOU FLOU FLOU VEL. AREA H. RAD. SLOPt, 
B0400 ,,, VEL. H.RAD.") 
B0500 IFCICVO.EO.O) GO TO 1 
80600 URITE(NU,104) 
8.700 104 FORItAH 1H , tOSH (HILES) (CFS) 
8.800 • (CFS) (CFS) (CFS) (FPS) (SIF) (FT),13X, 80900 '''(FPS) (FJ)") 
81000 60 TO 2 
81100 1 URITE(NU,105) 
8t200 105 FORIIAT(IH ,10SH CKH) (CIIS) 
81300 , (CltS) (CIIS) (CltS) (liPS) (SIH) (1t),13X, 
81400 '''(ltPS) (II)") 
B1500 2 CONTINUE 
81600 DO S04IR-I,NREACH 
81700 IF(IC¥O.EI.O) GOTO 506 
81800 ZD(1,IR)=RAVEV(IR).3.280839' 
81900 ZD(2,IR)aRAVED(IR)'3.28083'9 
82000 60TO 504 
82100 506 ZD(1,IR)·RA~EVCIR) 
82200 ZDC2,IR)=RAVEDCIR) 
82300 504 CONTINUE 
82400 IH=O 
82500 MHJIIIMHDU 
82600 IF (lOPURT .EO.O) MHO=1 
B2700 DO 7 IHH=I,NHD 
82800 Nt=NSEG<IHH) 
B2900 IFUOPURT .EO.O) N1=1 
83000 DO 6 IU-' ,NI 
83100 N2=ISSTCIHH,III) 
83200 N3-ISEDUHH, III) 
83300 IR= IRR (l HH, II I) 
83400 IJaIJJ<IHH,UI> 





B4000 10 IID1=N2-1 
84100 1102-1 
84200 DO 5 IP=N2,N3 
84300 JID1=IIDI+1 
84400 20 IFCltDI.LE.NRLK) GO TO 3 
84500 IID1-JIDt-NRLI 
84600 IID2I11IID2+1 
84700 GO TO 20 
84800 3 CONTINUE 
84900 IFL-IFLA6( IP) 





























































00 TO C200,201,202,203,203,204,206,20B,206,5,20S),IFL 
4 GO TO C300,301,302,301,303,304,306,308,30',5,305),IFL 
200 IH-IH+1 
IR-IR+1 
30 URITECNU,106) IR,IH,ZDC1,IR),ZJ(2,IR) 
141 
106 FDRHAT(IHO I 1H ,'REACN',I4,5X,'HEADUATER',I3,90X,F7.3,lX,F7.3) 
40 URITECHU,107) IP,IFL,XIJCIP),(COEF(K,IID2,IID1),K=4,S),XE,IE .. COE1, 
*CDE2,gE,VE,AE,RE,COE9 
107 FORHATC.H ,I3,I2,2X,A4,1X,A2,4A4,F9.2,Fl1.4,F9.4,F10.4,Fl1.4,F9.3, 
.F9.2,F9.2,F9.5) 






109 FORHAT(1H ,I3,I2,2X,A4,1X,A2,4A4,F9.2,11X,F9.4,Fl0.4,F11.4,F9.3,F9 
*.2,F9.2,F9.5) 











111 FORHAT(1H ,Il,I2,2X,A4,IX,A2,4A4,F9.2,F11.4,19X,Fl1.4,F9.3,2F9.2,F 
*9.5) 
GO TO 5 
204 URITE(HU,112) IP,IFL,XID(IP),CCOEF(K,IID2,IIDI),K-4,S),XE,QE,VE,AE 
*,RE,car9 
112 FORHATCIH ,I3,I2,2X,A4,IX,A2,4A4,F9.2,30X,F11.4,F9.J,2F9.2,F9.S) 
GO TO 5 
205 URITE (NU, 113 >IP, lFL, XIDUP) ,XE,9E, VE,AE,RE,COE9 
113 FORHATCIH ,I3,I2,2X,A4,19X,F9.2,30X,F11.4,F9.3,2F9.2,F9.5) 
GO TO 5 



















































114 FORHAT(IH ,I3,I2,2X,A-4,lX,A2,4A4,F9.2,30X,Fll.4) 










50 URITE(NU,106) IR,IH,ZI(I,IR),ZDC2,IR) 
60 URITECHU,107)IP,IFL,XI'(IP),CCOEF(K,IID2,IID1),Kc 4,8),X(IP), I(IP) 
• ,COEF(1 , IU2 ,IIDI ) ,COEFC2, IID2, I Ul ) ,IHIP) ,UBARUP) ,ABAR( IP) , RBAR ( 
.IP),COEFC9,IID2,IID1) 
GO TO 5 
301 IR=IR+1 
URITE(NU,tOS) IR,ZDC1,IR),ZD(2,IR) 
URITE(HU,t09) IP,IFL,XID(IP),(COEF(K,IID2,IID1),Ka 4,8),X(IP) 
.,COEF(I,IID2,IIDI),COEF(2,IID2,IID1),Q(IP),VBAR(IP),AIAR(IP),RBARC 
.IP),COEFC9,IID2,IID1) 







GO TO 5 
303 IF(IFl.EQ.5)COEF(3,IID2,IID1)a-COEF(3,IID2,IID1) 
URITE(HU, 111 >IP, IFL, XIO( IP), (COEF(K, IID2, IID1) ,la4,8),X UP) ,COEF(3 
* ,IID2,IID1),QCIP),VBAR(IP),ABAR(IP),RBARCIP),COEFC9,II02,IID1) 
60 TO 5 
304 URITECNU,112) IP,IFl,XID(IP),(COEF(K,IID2,IID1),K=4,8),XCIP),QCIP) 
*,VBARCIP),ABAR(IP),RBAR(IP),COEF(9,IID2,IID1) 
GO TO 5 
305 URITE(NU,11J)IP,IFL,XID(IP),X(IP),Q(IP),UJAR(IP),ABARCIP),RBAR(IP) 
.,COEF(9,IID2,IID1) 
GO TO 5 
306 URITE(NU,114) IP,IFL,XI8(IP),CCOEF(K,IID2,II01),Ka 4,8),X(IP),Q(IP) 





























































502 FORHATC1HO,'NPOINT =',14,5X,'NREACH -',IJ,5X,'NHUD =',IJ,5X 





















IFCIU.NE.O) GO TO 10 
1"·' CALL TITLCTITLE,SUBTL,NU) 
URITECNU,101) . 











COHHON IPDFI NR,NR"I,DR,R(201),NS,NSHI,DS,SC201),DX2,X2(201), 
* F"XI(201),FHX2C201),FHSC201),P,XIHEAN,X1STD,X2HEAN,X2STD, 
* XIVAR,TOTXI,X2VAR,TOTX2,COVX,TOTS,IRPLT,ISPLT,IUTPDF 































































































• XlFT2(201,201),CR1C201) ,. 
• CR2(201),CR3(201),CS1C201,201),CS2(201,201), 




IFCTIftE.GT.(2.*DTftAX»GO TO 10 
NT=1 
DT-TI"EI2. 

























































SET UP A,8,C,D,F,G,H MATRIX 
F=VBII+V812+V821+VB24/(R8.*2)-AAel,I)-AAe2,2) 
A5-FtDT 





DCI)=2. t Xlt(V811+VBI2)-eXI*AA(1,1)+U(I» 
AI(I)=DTtD(I)/(2 •• DR) 
A2eI)-DTtA(I)/(DR.*2) 
CONTINUE 
DO 230 J=I,NS 
Yl·seJ) 











A3(I,J)=DTtH(I,J)/(2 •• DS) 
A4(I,J)-DT.6(I,J)/(DS •• 2) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
SET UP COEFFICIENT VECTORS FOR UHEN IMPLICIT IN R 





SET UP COEFFICIENT VECTORS FOR UHEH IMPLICIT IN S 
DO 260 J·2,NSHt 
10 250 I=2,NRHI 
CS1(I,J)=A3(I,J)-A4(I,J) 






















































LOOP ON TlHE 
DO 410 n a 1,NT 
FIRST IMPLICIT IN R SO LOOP ON S 
DO 29. J=2,NSM1 
J"'·J-1 
JP'-J+l 
SET UP RHa 






RHS(NR"l ):cRHSCNRH1 )-XLFUIR,J).(-AHNRHI )~A2(NRM1» 
SOLVE FOR XLF AT NEXT TIME 
CALL TRIJAG<2,NRH1 ,CRl ,CR2,CR3,RHS,XLFT1) 





DO 300 J=2,NS"' 




NOW IMPLICIT IN S SO LOOP ON R 
DO 330 J=-2,HRHl 
IH1=-I-1 
IP1-1+1 
SET UP RH8 AND FILL tUHHY COEFFICIENT VECTORS 





























































SOLVE OF XLF AT NEXT TIHE 
CALL TRIDAG(2,NSH1,DUH1,DUH2,DUH3,RHS,XLFT1) 





DO 340 J=2,NSNI 





CALL OUTPUT ROUTINES 
CALL CONVRT(SX26RD,XlF,XlFXX,X2,NR,NS,NR) 
CALL STAT(XLF,XlFXX,IPZ,NU) 





SUBROUTINE INITCO( XlF ,XlFXX,SX2GRD,ZO,NI'" 














DO 10 J=l,HS 
DO 10 I=1,NR 


























































DO 30 J=2,NSN1 










DO 40 J-1,NS 
DO 40 Ic 1,NR 
SX26RD(I,J)·STOX2(S(J),RCI» 
CONTINUE 
DO 50 1-1,5 
ZOU)-XIOU) 
CONTINUE 
DO 70 J-1,NR 
TERM2-(X2(J)-X2KEAN)/X2STD 
TERNJ-TERN2.TERI2 











DTA8lE COHPUTES THE FINITE DIVIDED DIFFERENCES OF 
Y(I) ••• Y(N) FOR ALL THE DRIERS H OR LESS AND STORES THEH 
IN THE LOYER TRIANGULAR PORTION OF THE FIRST II COlUNNS OF 
THE FIRST N-I ROUB OF THE NATRIX TABLE. 
CALCULATE FIRST ORDER DIFFERENCES 
NII=N-l 
DO 10 I:lI,NHl 
TAILECl,1 )1II(rU+1 )-YU) )/(1(1+1 )-X(I») 
CONTINUE 
IF(H.LE.l)RETURN 
CALCULATE HIGHER ORDER DIFFERENCES 




























































FNEYT ASSUHES THAT X(I) ••• X(N) ARE IN ASCENDING ORDER AND FIRST 
SCANS THE X ~ECTOR TO DETER"IN YHICH ELEHENT IS NEAREST (.OE.) 
THE INTERPOLATION ARGUMENT, XARG. THE IDEG+1 BASE POINTS NEEDED 
FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE DI~IDED-DIFFERENCE POLYNOHIAL OF 
DEGREE IDEO+1 ARE THEN CENTERED A80UT THE CHOSEN ELEHENT WITH 
THE LARGEST HAYING THE SUBSCRIPT MAX. IT IS ASSUHED THE THE 
FIRST M DIVIDED DiffERENCES HAVE BEEI COJIPUTED BY THE 
SUBROUTINE DTABLE AND ARE ALREADY PRESENT IN THE HATRIX TABLE. 
MAX IS CHECKED TO INSURE THAT ALL REQUIRED BASE POINTS ARE 
AVAILABLE, AND THE IlfTERPOLANT VALUE IS COMPUTED USINO 
IfESTED POLYNOMIAL EYALUATION. THE INTERPOLANT IS RETURNED 
AS THE VALUE Of THE fUNCTION. 
SEARCH X VECTOR FOR ELEMENT .6E. XAR6 




DO 10 I=l,N 
II-I 




INSURE THAT ALL REQUIRED DIFFERENCES ARE IN TABLE 
IF(HAX.LE.IDEG)HAX-IDE6+1 
IF(HAX.OT.N)JlAX=N 
COHPUTE INTERPOLANT VALUE 
YEST=TABLE(HAX-l,IDEG) 
IF(IDEG.LE.l)SO TO 40 
lDEOH1=IDEG-1 































































SUBROUTINE FOR SOLVING A SYSTEH OF LINEAR SINULTANOUS 
EQUATIONS HAVING A TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT HATRIX. 
THE EQUATIONS ARE NUHBERED IF THROUGH L, AND THEIR 
SUB-DIAFGONAL, DIAGONAL, AND SUPER-DIAGONAL COEFFICIENTS 
ARE STORED IN THE ARRAYS A,B,AND C. THE RIGHT HAND 
SIDE IS STORED IN ARRAY D. THE COMPUTED SOLUTION VECTOR 
V(IF) •••• V(L) IS STORED IN ARRAY V. 









COHPUTE FINAL SOLUTION VECTOR V 
V(L)·OANHA(L) 
LAST-L-IF 









DO 30 I-I,NR 


























































DETER"INE XLF2 AT Z VALUES BY INTERPOLATION USING 
FUNCTION FNEUT 

















TERM(6)=2 •• AA(2,2) 
TERH(7)=VB21+VB24/(RB •• 2) 
TERH(8)a2.*B22*VB21 
TERH(9)aC822.*2)*VB21+VB2J+VL2/CRB*.2)+(8S*.2)*VXS2 











DQ 10 1=1,5 
Xli (J )=XHO( I) 
CONTINUE 
CALL DRV 

































































00 50 1-1,5 
KCI ,4).DT*OXH(J) 



















COMHON IPDFI NR,IRH1,DR,R(201),NS,NSHI,DS,S(201),DX2,X2(201), 
• FHX1(201),FHX2(201),FHS(201),P,X1HEAN,XI5TD,X2HEAN,X2STO, 
• Xll1A~,TOTXI,X2l1AR,TOTX2,COllX,TOTS,IRPLT,J5PLT,IUTPDF 













DO 20 I=I,NR 
FHX1 (J )·0. 
DO 10 J-l,NR"1 
F"X1 (I)=F"XI (I)+(XLFXXCI,J)+XLFXXCI,J+1».DX2/2. 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 40 J.1,NR 
FHX2CJ)·0. 
DO 30 I=I,NR"' 
F"X2CJ)=F"X2(J)+CXLFXXCI,J)+XLFXXCI+l,J».OR/2. 
153 
145100 30 CONTINUE 
145200 40 CONTINUE 

















147000 CALL COV1XLFXX) 
147100 DO 70 J=l,NS 
147200 FHS(J)-O. 
147300 DO 60 I=1,NRH1 
147400 FNS(J)=F"S(J)+(XlF(I,J)+XLF(I+l,J».DR/2. 
147500 60 CONTINUE 
147600 70 CONTINUE 
147700 TOTS-O. 
147800 DO 80 J.1,NSHI 
147900 TOTS=TOTS+(F"S(J)+FNS(J+l»*BS/2. 
148000 80 CONTINUE 
148100 CALL OUT(NU) 
148200 URITE(6,2100)X"0(1),X1MEAN,X"0(3),X1YAR,XHO(2),X2HEAN,XHO(S), 
148300. X2VAR,X"0(4),COVX 
148400 2100 FORHAT< /I , 16X, 'HOHENT" ,1 , 15X, "EOUATJONS" ,5X ,'PDF" ,1, 1X, "Xl MEAN"', 
148500 * 7X,2(F8.4,3X),I,lX,"Xl YARIANCE~,3X,2(FB.4,3X),1,1X, 
148600 • "X2 "EAN',7X,2(F8.4,3X),1,1X,'X2 YARIANCE',3X,2(F8.4,3X), 
148700 * l,lX,"'COY(X1,X2)',4X,2(F8.4,3X),II) 
148800 IF(IUTPDF.NE.l)CAlL URTPJF(II,XlFXX) 
148900 RETURN 
149000 END 
149100 SUBROUTINE COV(XLFXX) 
149200 COHNON IPDFI NR,NRN1,DR,R(20l),NS,NSH1,DS,S(201),DX2,X2(201), 
149300 • FHX1(201),F"X2(201),FHS(201),P,X1NEAN,X1STJ,X2HEAN,X2STO, 
149400 • XtYAR,TOTX1,X2YAR,TOTX2,COVX,TOTS,IRPLT,ISPlT,IUTPDF 
149500 CONHON I"O"ENTI DT,AA(2,2),U(2),YB1',VB12,Vl1,VXS1,YXG1,VB21, 
149600. VB24,YL2,YXS2,YX62,YB23,OS,8G,XS1,XG1,XS2,XG2, 
149700 t RB,B22,XNO(5),XN(S),DXH(5),TERH(9),TITPDF(J,100) 





















































DO 20 J=I,NRH1 
JP1-J+l 












































































































DO 20 J=l,HR 










X2( 1 )-X2HlN 









DO 40 I-2,NS 
SCI )-SU-1 )tDS 
CONTINUE 
DO 50 J=t ,NS 











DO 140 IY2=2,NRH1 
Y2=X2(1V2) 





























































DO 120 IY1=2,NRK1 
Yl-R(IY1) 










IF(FXJX4.LE.l.E-12)GO TO 110 
XLF(IY1,IY2)-XLF(IY1,IY2)+U(II)tUeJJ)tFX3X4t 








DO 150 J-l,NR 





DO 160 1=1,5 









FOR"AT( II , JX, "80D" ,7X, "PBF" , lOX ,'DO" ,7X, "PDF" , 1 OX, "s", ,8X, "PDF') 
N-NR 
IF(NR.GT.NUN-NS 






















































IF(N.NE.HR)GO TO 40 
URITE(NU,2300)TOTX1,TOTX2 
FORHAT<5X ,2( "TOT" ,2X,F6. 3, l1X» 







































T( H=TITPDF(2, II) 








































APPENDIX C: Output from Sensitivity Problem Run 1 
SENSITIVITY PROBLE" 
INPUT NOISE STD lit 201 COEFFICIENT HOISE STD • 40% 
IGPRUH II 3 ICVI lit 0 ICVD lit 0 IOPECH = 0 IOPSUH = 0 IOPURT • 1 
CARD DISTAHCE "HE"ONIC DESCRIPTION PRINT DELTA FLOW LATERAL LATERAL SLOPE 
CODE CODE SURFACE GROUND 
FLOW FLOW 
H 20.00 H HEAD OF REACH 0.00 5.00 0.02 0.02 0.0000 
C 15.00 C-1 CHECK POINT 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 
C 10.00 C-2 CHECK POINT 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 
C 5.00 C-3 CHECK POINT 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 
T 0.00 T TER"IHATIOH 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 
IOPGU= 0 
"ANNING VEL VEL 
N COEF EXP 
0.0000 0.0900 0.6000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 


















INPUT NOISE STD .. 20% COEFFICIENT NOISE STD D 40% 
SUMIIARY OF SYSTEM FLOU LAYOUT 
LATERAL LATERAL HAIN- ItAIH- HAIN- HUN- IIAIN- AVE. AVE. 
PT. F. ID IDENTIFICATION DISTANCE INPUT SURFACE GROUND STREAII STREAH STREAH STREAII STREAM REACH RUCH 
CODE FLOW FLOW FLOU FLOW VEL. AREA H. RAD. SLOPE VEL. H.RAD. (KII) (CIIS) (CHS) (CHS) (CIIS) (liPS) (5911) (M) (MPS) (M) 
REACH t HEADUATER I 0.248 3.389 
I 1 H HEAD OF REACH 20.00 5.0000 0.4000 0.4000 5.0000 0.239 21.32 3.34 0.00000 
2 6 C-1 CHECK POI.' 1 15.00 5.2000 0.245 21.65 3.37 ·0.00000 
3 6 C-2 CHECK POINT 2 10.00 5.4000 0.250 2t.97 3.40 0.00000 
4 6 C-3 CHECK POINT 3 5.00 5.6000 0.256 22.29 3.43 0.00000 
5 9 T TERMINATION 0.00 5.8000 





I'PUT NOISE STD • 20% COEFFICIENT HOISE STD • 40% 
PROBABILISTIC STREAM SIMULATION AND ASSESSMENT MODEL, PSSAN 
NR.101 RHIN= 3.000 RHAX= 22.000 N5=101 51IH=-20.000 SHAX- 10.000 
X2HINc -3.000 X2HAX- 12.000 DTNAX= 4000.00(5EC) IUTPDF- 0 
DATA FOR HfADYATER 
BOD DO 
HEAN VAR flEAN !JAR 
H 15.0000 3.0000 5.0000 1.0000 
DATA FOR REACH 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
16.00 
BOI DIFFUSE INPUT 
SURfACE 
DET !JAR UNP 
RI 10.0000 4.0000 
BOD EOUATION COEFFICIENTS 
RI 
BETA 1,1 




DET VAR UN' 
5.0000 1.0000 
BETA 1,2 







DET !JAR UN' 
1.0000 0.0400 
DO DIFFUSE INPUT 
SURFACE 8ROUND 
BET liAR UNP DET YAR UNP 
Rl 3.0000 0.3600 0.0000 0.0000 
lIO E8UATION COEFFICIENTS 
RI 
BETA 2,1 BETA 2,2 
DET sn UNP 
PERCENT 
0.000 40.00 -1.000 
BETA 2,3 




nET VAR UNP 
0.0000 0.0000 
JETA 2,4 
DET STD "MP 
PERCENT 
0.20Q 40.00 







DET STI UNP 
0.250 0.100 
BETA 1,2 
DEl sn UNP. 
0.000 0.000 
DO 
lETA 2,1 BETA 2,2 
DET sn UNP 
BETA 2,3 
DET STD UNP 
1.000 0.400 0.613 0.245 8.692 
JETA 2,4 




"ARGINAL DENSITY AT POINT 
BOI PDF DO PDF S PIF 
3.000 0.000000 -3.000 0.000000 -20.000 0.000000 
3.190 0.000000 -2.850 0.000000 -19.700 0.000000 
3.380 0.000000 -2.700 0.000000 -19.400 0.000000 
3.570 0.000000 -2.550 0.000000 -19.100 0.000000 
3.760 0.000000 -2.400 0.000000 -18.800 0.000000 
3.950 0.000000 -2.250 0.000000 -18.500 0.000000 
4.140 0.000000 -2.100 0.000000 -18.200 0.000000 
4.330 0.000000 -1.950 0.000000 -17.900 0.000000 
4.520 0.000000 -1.800 0.000000 -17.600 0.000000 
4.710 0.000000 -1.650 0.000000 -17.300 0.000000 
4.900 0.000000 -1.500 0.000000 -17.000 0.000000 
5.090 0.000000 -1.350 0.000000 -16.700 0.000000 
5.280 0.000000 -1.200 0.000000 -16.400 0.000000 
5.470 0.000000 -1.050 0.000000 -16.100 0.000001 
5.660 0.000000 -0.900 0.000000 -15.800 0.000002 
5.850 0.000000 -0.750 0.000000 -15.500 0.000006 
6.040 0.000000 -0.600 0.000000 -15.200 0.000019 
6.230 0.000001 -0.450 0.000000 -14.900 0.000050 
6.420 0.000001 -0.300 0.000000 -'4.600 0.000126 
6.610 0.000002 -0.150 0.000001 -14.300 0.000294 
6.800 0.000003 -0.000 0.000001 -14.000 0.000644 
6.990 0.000005 0.150 0.000003 -13.700 0.001336 
7.180 0.000009 0.300 0.000006 -13.400 0.002631 
7.370 0.000014 0.450 0.000013 -'3.100 0.004938 
7.560 0.000023 0.600 0.000025 -12.800 0.008842 
7.750 0.000036 0.750 0.000048 -12.500 0.015125 
7.940 0.000057 0.900 0.000089 -12.200 0.024725 
8.130 0.000088 1.050 0.000163 -11.900 0.038631 
8.320 0.000136 1.200 0.000292 -11.600 0.057695 
8.510 0.000206 1.350 0.000510 -11.300 0.082368 
8.700 0.000309 1.500 0.000873 -11.000 0.112406 
8.890 0.000457 1.650 0.001459 -10.700 0.146635 
9.080 0.000669 1.800 0.002384 -10.400 0.182851 
9.270 0.000968 1.950 0.003810 -10.100 0.217954 
9.460 0.001383 2.100 0.005953 -9.800 0.248335 
9.650 0.001952 2.250 0.009094 -9.500 0.270468 
9.840 0.002723 2.400 0.013583 -9.200 0.281575 
10.030 0.003754 2.550 0.019837 -8.900 0.280200 
10.220 0.005111 2.700 0.028327 -8.600 0.266523 
10.410 0.006877 2.850 0.039550 -8.300 0.242321 
10.600 0.009142 3.000 0.053991 -8.000 0.210587 
10.790 0.012007 3.150 0.072065 -7.700 0.174925 
165 
10.980 0.015582 3.300 0.094049 -7.400 0.138882 
11.170 0.019979 3.450 0.120009 -7.100 0.105392 
11.360 0.025311 3.600 0.149]27 -6.800 0.076442 
11.550 0.031682 3.750 0.182649 -6.500 0.052992 
11.740 0.039183 3.900 0.217852 -6.200 0.035111 
It .930 0.047880 4.050 0.254059 -5.900 0.022234 
12.120 0.057807 4.200 0.289692 -5.600 0.013456 
12.310 0.068958 4.350 0.322972 -5.300 0.007783 
12.500 0.081275 4.500 0.352065 < -5.000 0.004302 
12.690 0.094648 4.650 0.375240 -4.700 0.002272 
12.880 0.108902 4.800 0.391043 -4.400 0.001147 
13.070 0.123803 4.950 0.398444 -4.100 0.000553 
13.260 0.139061 5.100 0.396952 -3.800 0.000255 
13.450 0.154330 5.250 0.386668 -3.500 0.000112 
13.640 0.16922] 5.400 0.308270 -3.200 0.00004] 
13.830 0.183343 5.550 0.342943 -2.900 0.000019 
14.020 0.196261 5.700 0.312253 -2.600 0.000007 
14.210 0.207575 5.850 0.277983 -2.300 0.000003 
14.400 0.216916 6.000 0.241968 -2.000 0.000001 
14.590 0.223966 6.150 0.205933 -1.700 0.000000 
14.780 0.228479 6.300 0.171364 -1.400 0.000000 
14.970 0.230295 6.450 0.139424 -1.100 0.000000 
15.160 0.229349 6.600 0.110913 -0.800 0.000000 
15.350 0.225675 6.750 0.086268 -0.500 0.000000 
15.540 0.219403 6.900 0.065605< -0.200 0.000000 
15.730 0.210754 7.050 0.048780 0.100 0.000000 
15.920 0.200025 7.200 0.035462 0.400 0.000000 
10.110 0.187572 7.350 0.025205 0.]00 0.000000 
16.300 0.173789 7.500 0.017515 1.000 0.000000 
16.490 0.159094 7.650 0.011900 1.300 0.000000 
16.680 0.143899 7.800 0.007903 1.600 0.000000 
16.870 0.128598 7.950 0.005132 1.900 0.000000 
17.060 0.113550 8.100 0.003257 2.200 0.000000 
17.250 0.099063 8.250 0.002021 2.500 0.000000 
17.440 0.085391 8.400 0.001225 2.800 0.000000 
17.630 0.072726 8.550 0.000]26 3.100 0.000000 
17.820 0.061198 8.700 0.000421 3.400 0.000000 
18.010 0.050881 8.850 0.000238 3.700 0.000000 
18.200 0.041798 9.000 0.000132 4.000 0.000000 
18.390 0.033925 9.150 0.000071 4.300 0.000000 
18.580 0.027206 9.300 0.000037 4.600 0.000000 
18.770 0.021557 9.450 0.000019 4.900 0.000000 
18.960 0.016876 9.600 0.000010 5.200 0.000000 
19.150 0.013054 9.750 0.000005 5.500 0.000000 
19.340 0.009977 9.900 0.000002 5.800 0.000000 
19.530 0.007534 10.050 0.000001 6.100 0.000000 
19.720 0.005621 10.200 0.000000 6.400 0.000000 
19.910 0.004143 10.350 0.000000 6.700 0.000000 
20.100 0.00lO18 10.500 0.000000 7.000 0.000000 
20.290 0.002172 10.650 0.000000 7.l00 0.000000 
20.480 0.001544 10.800 0.000000 7.600 0.000000 
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20.670 0.00t085 10.950 0.000000 1.906 0.000000 
20.860 0.000753 11.100 0.000000 8.200 0.000000 
21.050 0.000516 11.250 0.000000 8.500 0.000000 
21.240 0.000350 11.400 0.000000 8.800 0.000000 
21.430 0.000234 11.550 0.000000 9.100 0.000000 
21.620 0.000155 11.700 0.000000 9.400 0.000000 
21.810 0.000101 11.850 0.000000 9.700 0.000000 
22.000 0.000065 12.000 0.000000 10.000 0.000000 
TOT 1.000 TOT 1.000 TOT 1.000 
MOIENT 
EQUATIONS PDF 
XI "EAN 15.0000 14.9998 
XI VARIANCE 3.0000 2.9986 
X2 MEAN 5.0000 4.9999 
X2 VARIANCE 1.0000 0.9999 
COV(Xl,X2) 1.0000 0.9995 
167 
'll 
HAROINAL DENSITY AT POINT 2 
iOJ PDF DO PDF S PDF 
3.000 0.000000 -3.000 0.000000 -20.000 0.000000 
3.190 0.000000 -2.850 0.000000 -19.700 0.000000 
3.380 0.000000 -2.700 0.000000 -19.400 0.000000 
3.570 0.000000 -2.550 0.000000 -19.100 0.000000 
3.760 0.000000 -2.400 0.000000 -18.800 0.000000 
3.950 0.000000 -2.250 0.000000 -1'.500 0.000000 
4.140 0.000000 -2.100 0.000000 -18.200 0.000000 
4.330 0.000000 -1.950 0.000001 -17.900 0.000000 
4.520 0.000000 -1.800 0.000001 -17.600 0.000000 
4.710 0.000000 -1.650 0.000002 -17.300 0.000000 
4.900 0.000000 -1.500 0.000003 -17.000 0.000000 
5.090 0.000000 -1.350 0.000004 -16.700 0.000000 
5.2BO 0.000000 -1.200 0.000006 -16.400 0.000000 
5.470 0.000000 -1.050 0.000010 -16.100 0.000000 
5.660 0.000000 -0.900 0.000014 -15.800 0.000000 
5.850 0.000001 -0.750 0.000022 -15.500 0.000000 
6.040 0.000001 -0.600 0.000033 -15.200 0.000001 
6.230 0.000003 -0.450 0.000050 -14.900 0.000003 
6.420 0.000005 -0.300 0.000074, -14.600 0.000009 
6.610 0.000008 -0.150 0.000110 -14.300 0.000025 
6.800 0.000015 -0.000 0.000163 -14.000 0.000069 
6.990 0.000025 0.150 0.000241 -13.700 0.000173 
7.180 0.000042 0.300 0.000354 -13.400 0.000406 
7.l70 0.000070 0.450 0.000517 -13.100 0.000888 
7.560 0.000114 0.600 0.000750 -12.900 0.001827 
7.750 0.000183 0.750 0.001083 -12.500 0.003552 
7.940 0.000290 0.900 0.001553 -12.200 0.006551 
B.130 0.000450 1.050 0.002213 -11.900 0.011502 
8.320 0.000687 1.200 0.003132 -11.600 0.019253 
B.510 0.001034 1.350 0.004400 -11.300 0.030763 
8.700 0.001530 1.500 0.006133 -11.000 0.046943 
8.890 0.002228 1.650 0.008417 -10.700 0.068441 
9.080 0.003196 1.800 0.011613 -10.400 0.095364 
9.270 0.004512 1.950 0.015761 -10.100 0.127017 
9.460 0.006274 2.100 0.021176 -9.800 0.161754 
9.650 0.008591 2.250 0.028152 -9.500 0.196990 
9.840 0.011586 2.40,0 0.037006 -9.200 0.229464 
10.030 0.015392 2.550 0.048068 -8.900 0.255711 
10.220 0.020147 2.700 0.061655 -8.600 0.272663 
10.410 0.025984 2.850 0.078037 -8.300 0.278242 
10.600 0.033025 3.000 0.097400 -8.000 0.271178 
10.790 ' 0.041371 3.150 0.119797 -7.700 0.254140 
168 
10.9ao 0.051087 3.300 0.145102 -7.400 0.22"'" 
11.170 0.062192 3.450 0.172963 -7.100 0.195112 
11.360 0.074651 3.600 0.202776 -6.800 0.160242 
11.550 0.088361 3.750 0.233670 -6.500 0.126074 
11 .740 0.103148 3.900 0.264528 -6.200 0.095037 
11.930 0.118766 4.050 0.294034 -5.900 0.068652 
12.120 0.134896 4.200 0.320754 -5.600 0.047531 
12.310 0.151159 4.350 0.343250 -5.300 0.031545 
12.500 0.167128 4.500 0.360201 -5.000 0.020072 
12.690 0.182343 4.650 0.370535 -4.700 0.012247 
12.880 0.196339 4.800 0.373542 -4.400 0.007166 
13.070 0.208663 4.950 0.368955 -4.100 0.004022 
13.260 0.218905 5.100 0.356983 -3.800 0.002166 
13.450 0.226718 5.250 0.338302 -3.500 0.001119 
13.640 0.231835 5.400 0.313983 -3.200 0.000555 
13.830 0.234092 5.550 0.285390 -2.900 0.000264 
14.020 0.233429 5.700 0.254045 -2.600 0.000121 
14.210 0.229896 5.850 0.221489 -2.300 0.000053 
14.400 0.223648 6.000 0.189156 -2.000 0.000022 
14.590 0.214934 6.150 0.158267 -1.700 0.000009 
14.780 0.204080 6.300 0.129766 -1.400 0.000004 
14.970 0.191470 6.450 0.104294 -1.100 0.000001 
15.160 0.177526 6.600 0.082192 -0.800 0.000000 
15.350 0.162679 6.750 0.063538 -0.500 0.000000 
15.540 0.147355 6.900 0.048200 -0.200 0.000000 
15.730 0.131952 7.050 0.035899 0.100 0.000000 
15.920 0.116827 7.200 0.026263 0.400 0.000000 
16.110 0.102283 7.350 0.018883 0.700 0.000000 
16.300 0.088563 7.500 0.013350 1.000 0.000000 
16.490 0.075850 7.650 0.009286 1.300 0.000000 
16.680 0.064264 7.800 0.006358 1.600 0.000000 
16.870 0.053871 7.950 0.004288 1.900 0.000000 
17.060 0.044688 8.100 0.002849 2.200 0.000000 
17.250 0.036688 8.250 0.001866 ·2.500 0.000000 
17.440 0.029815 8.400 0.001206 2.800 0.000000 
17.630 0.023987 8.550 0.000769 3.100 0.000000 
17.820 0.019108 8.700 0.000483 3.400 0.000000 
18.010 0.015075 8.850 0.000300 3.700 0.000000 
18.200 0.011779 9.000 0.000184 4.000 0.000000 
18.390 0.009117 9.150 0.000111 4.300 0.000000 
18.580 0.006991 9.300 0.000066 4.600 0.000000 
18.770 0.005312 9.450 0.000039 4.900 0.000000 
18.960 0.003999· 9.600 0.000023 5.200 0.000000 
19.150 0.002983 9.750 0.000013 5.500 0.000000 
19.340 0.002204 9.900 0.000007 5.800 0.000000 
19.530 0.001613 10.050 0.000004 6.100 0.000000 
19.720 0.001168 10.200 0.000002 6.400 0.000000 
19.910 0.000835 10.350 0.000001 6.700 0.000000 
20.100 0.00.0589 10.500 0.000001 7.000 0.000000 
20.290 0.000409 10.650 0.000000 7.300 0.000000 
20.480 0.000277 10.800 0.000000 7.600 0.000000 
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20.670 0.000183 10.950 0.000000 7.900 0.000000 
20.860 0.000118 11.100 0.000000 8.200 0.000000 
21.050 0.000074 11.250 0.000000 8.500 0.000000 
21.240 0.000046 11.400 0.000000 8.800 0.000000 
21.430 0.000028 11.550 0.000000 9.100 0.000000 
21.620 0.000013 11.700 0.000000 9.400 0.000000 
21.810 0.000001 11.850 0.000000 9.700 0.000000 
22.000 0.000000 12.000 0.000000 10.000 0.000000 
TOT 1.000 TOT 1.000 TOT 1.000 
HOHENT 
EQUATIONS PDf 
Xl "EAN 13.9267 13.9526 
XI VARUNCE 2.9215 2.9156 
X2 ItEAN 4.7351 4.7403 
X2 VARIANCE 1.2098 1.1841 
COVCX1,X2) 1.0251 1.0193 
170 
MARGINAL IENSITY AT POINT 3 
JOD PDF .to PDF S PDF 
3.000 0.000000 -3.000 0.000001 -20.000 0.000000 
3.190 0.000000 -2.850 0.000001 -19.700 0.000000 
3.380 0.000000 -2.700 0.000001 -19.400 0.000000 
3.570 0.000000 -2.550 0.000002 -19.100 0.000000 
3.760 0.000000 -2.400 0.000002 -18.800 0.000000 
3.950 0.000000 -2.250 0.000003 -18.500 0.000000 
4.140 0.000000 -2.100 0.000005 -18.~00 0.000000 
4.330 0.000000 -1.950 0.000007 -17.900 0.000000 
4.520 0.000000 -1.800 0.000009 -17.600 0.000000 
4.710 0.000000 -1.650 0.000013 -17.300 0.000000 
4.900 0.000000 -1.500 0.000019 -17.000 0.000000 
5.090 0.000000 -1.350 0.000027 -16.700 0.000000 
5.280 0.000000 -1.200 0.000038 -16.400 0.000000 
5.470 0.000001 -1.050 0.000053 -16.100 0.000000 
5.460 0.000002 -0.900 0.000074 -15.800 0.000000 
5.850 0.000003 -0.750 0.000104 -15.500 0.000000 
6.040 0.000006 -0.600 0.000146 -15.200 0.000000 
6.230 0.000012 -0.450 0.000204 -14.900 0.000000 
6.420 0.000022 -0.300 0.000285 -14.600 0.000001 
6.610 0.000040 -0.150 0.000396 -14.300 0.000002 
6.800 0.000070 -0.000 0.000548 -14.000 0.000007 
6.990 0.000121 0.150 0.000758 -13.700 0.000018 
7.180 0.000204 0.300 0.001044 -13.400 0.000047 
7.370 0.000337 0.450 0.001433 -13.100 0.000119 
7.560 0.000545 0.600 0.001959 -12.800 0.000284 
7.750 0.000863 0.750 0.002668 -12.500 0.000634 
7.940 0.001338 0.900 0.003616 -12.200 0.001333 
8.130 0.002033 1.050 0.004877 -11.900 0.002643 
8.320 0.00J029 1.200 0.006543 -11.600 0.004967 
8.510 0.004424 1.350 0.008728 -11.300 0.008875 
8.700 0.006338 1.500 0.011571 -11.000 0.015122 
8.890 0.008909 1.650 0.015237 -10.700 0.024598 
9.080 0.012292 1.800 0.019923 -10.400 0.038231 
9.270 0.016652 1.950 0.025848 -10.100 0.056799 
9.460 0.022155 2.100 0.033259 -9.900 0.080687 
9.650 0.028959 2.250 0.042418 -9.500 0.109626 
9.840 0.037201 2.400 0.053587 -9.200 0.142486 
10.030 0.046979 2.550 0.067015 -8.900 0.177210 
10.220 0.058338 2.700 0.082909 -8.600 0.210940 
10.410 0.071256 2.850 0.101402 -8.JOO 0.240369 
10.600 0.085634 3.000 0.122520 -8.000 0.262266 
10.790 0.101281 3.150 0.146146 -7.700 0.274055 
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10.980 0.117919 3.300 0.171981 -7.400 0.274315 
11.170 0.135184 3.450 0.199518 -7.100 0.263062 
11.360 0.152637 3.600 0.228033 -6.800 0.241736 
11.550 0.169782 3.750 0.256586 -6.500 0.212896 
11.740 0.186091 3.900 0.284059 -6.200 0.179723 
11.930 0.201030 4.050 0.309211 -5.900 0.145449 
12.120 0.214092 4.200 0.330761 -5.600 0.112861 
12.310 0.224822 4.350 0.347495 -5.300 0.083976 
12.500 0.232848 4.500 0.358373 -5.000 0.059922 
,12.690 0.237903 4.650 0.362637 -4.700 0.041010 
12.880 0.239835 4.800 0.359896 -4.400 0.026920 
13.070 0.238620 4.950 0.350182 -4.100 0.016951 
13.260 0.234356 5.100 0.333954 -3.800 0.010238 
13.450 0.227254 5.250 0.312065 -3.500 0.005932 
13.640 0.217624 5.400 0.285686 -3.200 0.003298 
13.830 0.205852 5.550 0.256190 -2.900 0.001758 
14.020 0.192376 5.700 0.225030 -2.600 0.000899 
14.210 0.177658 5.850 0.193610 -2.300 0.000441 
14.400 0.162164 6.000 0.163179 -2.000 0.000208 
14.590 0.146335 6.150 0.134746 -1.700 0.000094 
14.780 0.130577 6.300 0.109042 -1.400 0.000041 
14.970 0.115239 6.450 0.086503 -1.100 0.000017 
15.160 0.100611 6.600 0.067299 -0.800 0.000007 
15.350 0.086915 6.750 0.051372 -0.500 0.000003 
15.540 0.074311 6.900 0.038498 -0.200 0.000001 
15.730 0.062893 7.050 0.028340 0.100 0.000000 
15.920 0.052705 7.200 0.020508 0.400 0.000000 
16.110 0.043742 7.350 0.014599 0.700 0.000000 
16.300 0.035960 7.500 0.010232 1.000 0.000000 
16.490 0.029290 7.650 0.007066 1.300 0.000000 
16.680 0.023643 7.800 0.004812 1.600 0.000000 
16.870 0.018916 7.950 0.003234 1.900 0.000000 
17.060 0.015005 8.100 0.002147 2.200 0.000000 
17.250 0.011801 8.250 0.001409 2.500 0.000000 
17.440 0.009206 8.400 0.000915 2.800 0.000000 
17.630 0.007122 8.550 0.000588 3.100 0.000000 
17.820 0.005467 8.700 0.000374 3.400 0.000000 
18.010 0.004163 8.850 0.000236 3.700 0.000000 
18.200 0.003145 9.000 0.000148 4.000 0.000000 
18.390 0.002357 9.150 0.000092 4.300 0.000000 
18.580 0.001752 9.300 0.000056 4.600 0.000000 
18.770 0.001291 9.450 0.000034 4.900 0.000000 
18.960 ' 0.000944 9.600 0.000021 5.200 0.060000 
19.150 0.000684 9.750 0.000012 5.500 0.000000 
19.340 0.000491 9.900 0.000007 5.800 0.000000 
19.530 0.000349 10.050 0.000004 6.100 0.000000 
19.720 0.000245 10.200 0.000003 6.400 0.000000 
19.910 0.000171 10.350 0.000001 6.700 0.000000 
20.100 0.000117 10.500 0.000001 7.000 0.000000 
20.290 0.000079 10.650 0.000000 7.JOO 0.000000 
20.480 0.000052 10.800 0.000000 7.600 0.000000 
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20.070 0.000034 10.'50 0.000000 7.900 0.000000 
20.860 0.000022 11 • 100 0.000000 8.200 0.000000 
21.050 0.000014 11.250 0.000000 8.500 0.000000 
21.240 0.000008 11.400 0.000000 8.800 0.000000 
21.430 0.000004 11.550 0.000000 9.100 0.000000 
21.620 0.000002 11.700 0.000000 9.400 0.000000 
21.810 0.000001 It.850 0.000000 9.700 0.000000 
22.000 0.000000 12.000 0.000000 10.000 0.000000 
TOT 1.000 TOT 1.000 TOT 1.000 
MOHENT 
EQUATIONS PDF 
XI ItEAN 12.9789 13.0252 
XI VARIANCE 2.8011 2.7960 
X2 "EAN 4.5793 4.5837 
X2 VARIANCE 1.3152 1.2751 
CDVUI,X2) 0.9922 0.9861 
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HARGINAl DENSITY AT POINT 4 
BOD PDF DO PDF S PDF 
3.000 0.000000 -3.000 0.000002 -20.000 0.000000 
3.190 0.000000 -2.850 0.000003 -19.700 0.000000 
3.380 0.000000 -2.700 0.000004 -19.400 0.000000 
3.570 0.000000 -2.550 0.000005 -19.100 0.000000 
3.760 0.000000 -2.400 0.000007 -18.800 0.000000 
3.950 0.000000 -2.250 0.000009 -18.500 0.000000 
4.140 0.000000 -2.100 0.000013 -18.200 0.000000 
4.330 0.000000 -1.950 0.000017 -17.900 0.000000 
4.520 0.000000 -1.800 0.000024 -17.600 0.000000 
4.710 0.000000 -1.650 0.000032 -17.300 0.000000 
4.900 0.000000 -1.500 0.000044 -17.000 0.000000 
5.090 0.000001 -1.350 0.000060 -16.700 0.000000 
5.280 0.000002 -1.200 0.000082 -16.400 0.000000 
5.470 0.000003 -1.050 0.000111 -16.100 0.000000 
5.660 0.000007 -0.900 0.000151 -15.800 0.000000 
5.850 0.000015 -0.750 0.000205 -15.500 0.000000 
6.040 0.000029 -0.600 0.000278 -15.200 0.000000 
6.230 0.000055 -0.450 0.000376 -14.900 0.000000 
6.420 0.000101 -0.300 0.000508 -14.600 0.000000 
6.610 0.000182 -0.150 0.000686 -14.300 0.000001 
6.800 0.000317 -0.000 0.000922 -14.000 0.000001 
6.990 0.000540 0.150 0.001238 -13.700 0.000003 
7.180 0.000893 0.300 0.001658 -13.400 0.000007 
7.370 0.001440 0.450 0.002214 -13.100 0.000016 
7.560 0.002265 0.600 0.002947 -12.800 0.000040 
7.750 0.003473 0.750 0.003909 -12.500 0.000095 
7.940 0.005200 0.900 0.005165 -12.200 0.000222 
8.130 0.007604 1.050 0.006797 -11.900 0.000494 
8.320 0.010869 1.200 0.008905 -11.600 0.001042 
B.510 0.fU5194 1.350 0.011609 -11.300 0.002079 
8.700 0.020783 1.500 0.015052 -11.000 0.003939 
8.890 0.027834 1.650 0.019404 -10.700 0.007109 
9.080 0.036517 1.800 0.024855 -10.400 0.012249 
9.270 0.046954 1.950 0.031621 -10.100 0.020178 
9.460 0.059203 2.100 0.039931 -9.800 0.031799 
9.650 0.073233 2.250 0.050024 -9.500 0.047953 
9.840 0.088913 2.400 0.062132 -9.200 0.069213 
10.030 0.105999 2.550 0.076461 -8.900 0.095632 
10.220 0.124140 2.700 0.093170 -8.600 0.126511 
10.410 0.142879 2.850 0.112337 -8.300 0.160264 
10.600 0.161678 3.000 0.133932 -8.000 0.194444 
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10.790 0.179939 3.1S0 0.157777 -7.700 0.225984 
10.980 0.197040 3.300 0.183524 -7.400 0.251621 
11.170 0.212372 3.450 0.210628 -7.100 0.268450 
11.360 0.225379 3.600 0.238341 -6.800 0.274460 
11.550 0.235586 3.750 0.265721 -6.500 0.268930 
11.740 0.242636 3.900 0.291668 -6.200 0.252568 
11.930 0.246308 4.050 0.314981 -5.900 0.227365 
12.120 0.246524 4.200 0.334442 -5.600 0.196198 
12.310 0.243355 4.350 0.348912 -5.300 0.162292 
12.500 0.237006 4.500 0.357438 -5.000 0.128684 
12.690 0.227799 4.650 0.359355 -4.700 0.097807 
12.880 0.216149 4.800 0.354366 -4.400 0.071252 
13.070 0.202534 4.950 0.342588 -4.100 0.049748 
13.260 0.187463 5.100 0.324560 -3.800 '0.033285 
13.450 0.171450 5.250 0.301201 -3.500 0.021338 
13.640 0.154987 5.400 0.273728 -3.200 0.013105 
13.830 0.138520 5.550 0.243545 -2.900 0.007708 
14.020 0.122439 5.700 0.212111 -2.600 0.004342 
14.210 0.107064 5.850 0.180815 -2.300 0.002341 
14.400 0.092642 6.000 0.150868 -2.000 0.001208 
14.590 0.079347 6.150 0.123225 -1.700 0.000596 
14.780 0.067288 6.300 0.098542 -1.400 0.000281 
14.970 0.056513 6.450 0.077181 -1.100 0.000127 
15.160 0.047020 6.600 0.059230 -0.800 0.000055 
15.350 0.038766 6.750 0.044560 -0.500 0.000023 
15.540 0.031679 6.900 0.032886 -0.200 0.000009 
15.730 0.025665 7.050 0.023826 0.100 0.000003 
15.920 0.020620 7.200. 0.016961 0.400 0.000001 
16.110 0.016432 7.350 0.011874 0.700 0.000000 
16.300 0.012992 7.500 0.008183 1.000 0.000000 
16.490 0.010193 7.650 0.005557 1.300 0.000000 
16.680 0.007937 . 7.800 0.003723 1.600 0.000000 
16.870 0.006135 7.950 0.002464 1.900 0.000000 
17.060 0.004708 8.100 0.001612 2.200 0.000000 
17.250 0.003588 8.250 0.001043 2.500 0.000000 
17.440 0.002715 8.400 0.000669 2.800 0.000000 
17.630 0.002040 8.550 0.000426 3.100 0.000000 
17.820 0.001523 8.700 0.000269 3.400 0.000000 
18.010 0.001129 8.850 0.000168 3.700 0.000000 
18.200 0.000831 9.000 0.000105 4.000 0.000000 
18.390 0.000607 9.150 0.000065 4.300 0.000000 
18.580 0.000441 9.300 0.000040 4.600 0.000000 
18.770 0.000318 9.450 0.000025 4.900 O.OOQOOO 
18.960 0.000227 9.600 0.000015 5.200 0.000000 
19 .150 0.000161 9.750 0.000009 5.500 0.000000 
19.340 0.000113 9.900 0.000005 5.800 0.000000 
19.530 0.000079 10.050 0.000003 6.100 0.000000 
19.720 0.000055 10.200 0.000002 6.400 0.000000 
1t.910 0.000037 10.350 0.000001 6.700 0.000000 
20.100 0.000025 10.500 0.000001 7.000 0.000000 
20.290 0.000017 10.650 0.000000 7.300 0.000000 
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20.480 0.000011 10.800 0.000000 1.600 0.000000 
20.670 0.000007 10.950 0.000000 7.900 0.000000 
20.S60 0.000005 11.100 0.000000 8.200 0.000000 
21.050 0.000003 11.250 0.000000 8.500 0.000000 
21.240 0.000001 11.400 0.000000 8.800 0.000000 
21.UO 0.000001 11.550 0.000000 9.100 0.000000 
21.620 0.000001 11.700 0.000000 9.400 0.000000 
21.810 0.000000 11.850 0.000000 9.700 0.000000 
~2.000 0.000000 12.000 0.000000 10.000 0.000000 
TOT 1.000 TOT 1.000 TOT 1.000 
HOHENT 
EQUATIONS PDF 
XI "EAN 12.1386 12.2005 
X1 VARIANCE 2.6577 2.6550 
X2 "EAN 4.5026 4.5025 
X2 VARIANCE 1.3583 1.3097 
COIJU1,X2) 0.9293 0.9246 
• I V 
MARGINAL DENSITY AT POINT 5 
80D PDF DO PDF S PIF 
3.000 0.000000 -3.000 0.000004 -20.000 0.000000 
3.190 0.000000 -2.850 0.000005 -19.700 0.000000 
3.380 0.000000 -2.700 0.000006 -19.400 0.000000 
3.570 0.000000 -2.550 0.000009 -19.100 0.000000 
3.760 0.000000 -2.400 0.000011 -18.800 0.000000 
3.950 0.000000 -2.250 0.000015 -18.500 0.000000 
4.140 0.000000 -2.100 0.000020 -18.200 0.000000 
4.330 0.000000 -1.950 0.000027 -17.900 0.000000 
4.520 0.000000 -1.800 0.000037 -17.600 0.000000 
4.710 0.000000 -1.650 0.000049 -17.300 0.000000 
4.900 0.000001 -1.500 0.000065 -17.000 0.000000 
5.090 0.000003 -1.350 0.000087 -16.700 0.000000 
5.280 0.000007 -1.200 0.000116 -16.400 0.000000 
5.470 0.000015 -1.050 0.000155 -16.100 0.000000 
5.660 0.000032 -0.900 0.000207 -15.800 0.000000 
5.850 0.000064 -0.750 0.000276 -15.500 0.000000 
6.040 0.000125 -0.600 0.000367 -15.200 0.000000 
6.230 0.000235 -0.450 0.000488 -14.900 0.000000 
6.420 0.000427 -0.300 0.000648 -14.600 0.000000 
6.610 0.000749 -0.150 0.000860 -14.300 0.000000 
6.800 0.001272 -0.000 0.001139 -14.000 0.000000 
6.990 0.002094 0.150 0.001506 -13.700 0.000001 
7.180 0.003344 0.300 0.001987 -13.400 0.000002 
7.370 0.005184 0.450 0.002615 -13.100 0.000004 
7.560 0.007814 0.600 0.003433 -12.800 0.000008 
7.750 0.011461 0.750 0.0044'4 -12.500 0.000017 
7.940 0.016370 0.900 0.005864 -12.200 0.000038 
8.130 0.022794 1.050 0.007625 -11.900 0.000086 
8.320 0.030966 1.200 0.009875 -11.600 0.000193 
8.510 0.041076 1.350 0.012734 -11.300 0.000421 
8.700 0.053241 1.500 0.016343 -11.000 0.000877 
8.890 0.067483 1.650 0.020865 -10.700 0.001743 
9.080 0.083702 1.800 0.026487 -10.400 0.003304 
9.270 0.101660 1.950 0.033417 -10.100 0.005982 
9.460 0.120982 2.100 0.041876 -9.800 0.010367 
9.650 0.141160 2.250 0.052094 -9.500 0.017208 
9.840 0.161577 2.400 0.064292 -9.200 0.027367 
10.030 0.181537 2.550 0.078671 -8.900 0.041710 
10.220 0.200312 2.700 0.095382 -8.600 0.060920 
10.410 0.217187 2.850 0.114502 -8.JOO 0.085272 
10.600 0.231506 3.000 0.136003 -8.000 0.114388 
10.790 0.242722 J.150 0.159717 -7.700 0.147064 
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10.'" 0.250425 3.300 0.185309 -7.400 0.181218 
11.170 0.254313 3.450 0.212253 -7.100 0.214033 
11.360 0.254498 3.600 0.239819 -6.800 0.242300 
tI.550 0.250904 3.750 0.267086 -6.500 0.262921 
11.740 0.243852 3.900 0.292965 -6.200 0.273455 
11.930 0.233734 4.050 0.316259 -5.900 0.272597 
12.120 0.221041 4.200 0.335738 -5.600 0.260434 
12.310 0.206325 4.350 0.350238 -5.300 0.238436 
12.500 0.190164 4.500 0.358772 -5.000 0.209163 
12.690 0.173129 4.650 0.360632 -4.700 0.175778 
12.880 0.155754 4.800 0.355477 -4.400 0.141488 
13.070 0.138515 4.950 0.343393 --4.100 0.109054 
13.260 0.121815 5.100 0.324906 -3.800 0.080465 
13.450 0.105975 5.250 0.300943 -3.500 0.056817 
13.640 0.091234 5.400 0.272757 -3.200 0.038378 
13.830 0.077750 5.550 0.241807 -2.900 0.024789 
14.020 0.065613 5.700 0.209620 -2.600 0.015303 
14.210 0.054847 5.850 0.177656 -2.300 0.009025 
14.400 0.045430 6.000 0.147185 -2.000 0.005081, 
14.590 0.037297 6.t50 0.119203 -1.700 0.002730 
14.780 0.030358 6.300 0.094387 -t .400 0.001398 
14.970 0.024507 6.450 0.073088 -1.100 0.000682 
15.160 0.019625 6.600 0.055369 -0.800 0.000317 
15.350 0.015595 6.750 0.041059 -0.500 0.000140 
15.540 0.012299 6.900 0.029825 -0.200 0.000059 
15.730 0.009630 7.050 0.021240 0.100 0.000023 
15.920 0.007487 7.200 0.014843 0.400 0.000009 
16.110 0.005781 7.350 0.010190 0.700 0.000003 
16.300 0.004434 7.500 0.006881 1.000 0.000001 
16.490 0.003379 7.650 0.004577 1.300 0.000000 
16.680 0.002559 7.800 0.003002 1.600 0.000000 
16.870 0.001926 7.950 0.001944 1.900 0.000000 
17.060 0.001441 8.100 0.001245 2.200 0.000000 
17.250 0.001071 8.250 0.000790 2.500 0.000000 
17.440 0.000792 8.400 0.000496 2.800 0.000000 
17.630 0.000582 8.550 0.000310 3.100 0.000000 
17.820 0.000425 8.700 0.000192 3.400 0.000000 
18.010 0.000l09 8.850 0.000118 3.700 0.000000 
18.200 0.000223 9.000 0.000073 4.000 0.000000 
18.390 0.000160 9.150 0.000044 4.300 0.000000 
18.580 0.000114 9.300 0.000027 4.600 0.000000 
18.770 0.000081 9.450 0.000016 4.900 0.000000 
18.960 0.000057 9.600 0.000010 5.200 0.000000 
19.150 0.000040 9.750 0.000006 5.500 0.000000 
19.340 0.000028 9.900 0.000004 5.800 0.000000 
19 .530 0.000019 10.050 0.000002 6.100 0.000000 
19.720 0.000013 10.200 0.000001 6.400 0.000000 
19.910 0.000009 10.350 0.000001 6.700 0.000000 
20.100 0.000006 10.500 0.000000 7.000 0.000000 
20.290 0.000004 10.650 0.000000 7.l00 0.000000 
20.480 0.000003 10.800 0.000000 7.600 0.000000 
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20.670 0.000002 10.950 0.000000 7.900 0.000000 
20.860 0.000001 11.100 0.000000 8.200 0.000000 
21.050 0.000001 11.250 0.000000 8.500 0.000000 
21.240 0.000000 11.400 0.000000 8.800 0.000000 
21.430 0.000000 11.550 0.000000 9. fOO 0.000000 
21.620 0.000000 11.700 0.000000 9.400 0.000000 
21.810 0.000000 11.850 0.000000 9.700 0.000000 
22.000 0.000000 12.000 0.000000 10.000 0.000000 
TOT 1.000 TOT 1.000 TOT 1.000 
HOHENT 
EQUATIONS PDF 
XI "EAN 11.3907 11.4644 
XI VARIANCE 2.5035 2.5039 
X2 "UN 4.4831 4.4763 
X2 VARIANCE 1.3632 1.3099 
COV(Xl,X2) 0.8530 0.8503 
SENSITIUITY PROBLEN 
INPUT NOISE STI = 20% COEFFICIENT NOISE STD = 40% 
PHT DISTANCE II 
REACH.. , HEAIUATER 
1 20.00 H 
2 15.00 C-1 
3 10.00 C-2 
4 5.00 C-3 



















4 .. 483 1.363 
JOD-DO 
COU 
1.000 
1.-025 
0.'92 
0.929 
0.953 
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